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Virginia Rose Fine Art™ Now Available Worldwide
Fine Art Photographer, Virginia Rose, To Offer
Signed And Numbered Limited First Edition Collection
Seattle, Washington – Virginia Rose Fine Art, LLC announces a limited first edition
collection of works for sale from internationally renowned fine art photographer,
Virginia Rose. The Artist’s works will be available for purchase the first time ever
online at www.VirginiaRoseFineArt.com and offers a rare opportunity to own select
unique works of incomparably beauty and unmistakable authenticity, presented in
multiple digital mediums and custom‐made frames.
About The Limited Edition Collection
The story behind the Limited First Edition collection is Virginia Roses’ sense of purpose to make her high‐quality and
captivating works accessible to a variety of age‐groups and cultures and share the intent and composition of her fine art
photographs just as she sees the beauty of her subjects through the lenses of her cameras.
Virginia has helped her clients present themselves to achieve their goals
through stunning photography and events that capture and share images by
establishing mutually inspired connections. One example of these inspiring
works based on people, places and concepts is Virginia’s work with and
renderings of America’s Top Model and Dancing With The Stars celebrity,
Nyle DiMarco. Virginia worked with Nyle because she saw, appreciated and
supported his huge artistic potential, personal drive and desire to give back
to the Deaf community. Like Nyle, Virginia is motivated to support and use
her talents to give back and share with those with like philosophies. For
Nyle, it meant using his celebrity status to establish The Nyle DiMarco Foundation to advance the standing of Deaf
individuals and their families. For Virginia it means pursuing art for the sake of art, using her creative works to unlock the
best in her captured images, supporting her family and donating her time and supporting charities and foundations, such
as Dakota’s Dream animal rescue, Children’s Charities and Women’s Shelter organizations.
About The Artist and Virginia Rose Fine Arts
Almost two decades ago Virginia Rose began her career as a professional celebrity photographer, bringing her
photographic vision to star clients in music, stage and screen. Today, Virginia is an artist who happens to use a camera,
and is sought after for her incomparable beautiful and evocative theme shoots, modeling portfolios, publication covers
and specialty photography. She has been published hundreds of times in print and digital media and is an
internationally renowned fine art photographer. A gifted artist, businesswoman, charitable fundraiser and devoted
mother, Virginia brings her unique vision, passion, spirituality and technical expertise to each of her distinctive and
beautifully unique Virginia Rose Fine Art creations.
For further information about Virginia Rose’s fine art, collections, upcoming events, private commissions, exhibits and to
purchase her distinctive and stunning works, please visit Virginia’s newly launched website at
www.virginiarosefineart.com.
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